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agitation of the Tories was supported by the fact that exports
had fallen by thirty per  cent,  between  1688  and 1696;
shipping  had   suffered  tremendously,   and  taxation  had
increased rapidly.    By the Treaty of Ryswick (1697) Louis The Treaty
recognised William's right to the English throne; promised °6$7.SW1C '
never to acknowledge as King either James or his children;
restored all the conquests made by France since the Treaty
of Nymegen (1678); allowed the Dutch to garrison certain
frontier towns as a Barrier, and granted them considerable
trade concessions.
Louis  and William had made this  Peace  to  be free The prob-
to  deal with the difficulties of the Spanish Succession. Spanish Suce-
Charles II of Spain, who had deluded Europe by avoiding the cesslorl-
grave for over thirty-nine years, was hastening at last to his
end.    Almost from birth he had been deformed in body and
weak in mind; in life he was eccentric and abnormal, and
many of his habits were squalid and repulsive.    He was
ignorant and superstitious.    He had no heirs to succeed
him; it was too late to hope for issue, and his nearest relations
were inconveniently allied to the leading houses of Europe.
His half-sister had married Louis XIV; his aunt had been
the Emperor Leopold's mother,  and his sister the same
Emperor's first wife.    Louis XIV, therefore, advanced the
claims of his younger grandson; the Emperor, on the basis Jj?
of his descent from the Infanta Maria, pressed those of his ants.
younger   son.1    The   third   candidate   was   the   Electoral
Prince of Bavaria, a grandson of the Emperor by his first
marriage, a mere boy of delicate health who was shortly to
succumb to an attack of smallpox.    Louis never supported
the claims of his son or elder grandson, nor the Emperor those
of his elder son; for to have sought the whole of the Spanish
Dominions for a prince in the line of direct succession to the
thrones of either France or the Empire would have alienated
the rest of Europe.
If either France or the Empire gained possession of the
1 This claim the Emperor had strengthened by inducing his
niece, Maria Antonia, to transfer her rights to the Spanish inheritance
to himself; but the validity of such a resignation was doubtful, and
certainly did not exclude the claim of Maria Antonia's son, the
Electoral Prince.

